Investigation of active tracking for robotic arm assisted magnetic resonance guided focused ultrasound ablation
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Abstract

Background Focused ultrasound surgery (FUS) is a technique that does not need invasive access to the patient while allowing precise targeted therapy. Magnetic resonance (MR) guided FUS provides capabilities for monitoring treatments. Because the targeted tumours are distributed at different positions, focus repositioning becomes necessary.

Methods An MR compatible robot was used to increase the operational range of FUS application. Active tracking was developed to detect the robotic arm with regard to the MR coordinate system. The purpose of this study was to construct active tracking to allow a wide spatial range of repositioning the FUS transducer that is fast and accurate. The technique was characterised and validated by a series of positioning tests to prove its efficiency for guiding the robot.

Results In the calibration range, tracking achieved an RMS accuracy of 0.63 mm. Results of phantom ablation showed a focal scanning precision $\Delta x = 0.4 \pm 0.37$ mm, $\Delta y = 0.4 \pm 0.28$ mm and $\Delta z = 0.7 \pm 0.66$ mm.

Conclusions The active tracking localisation can be considered a feasible approach for the MR guided FUS system positioned by a robot. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Focused ultrasound (FUS) or high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), allows non-invasive tissue heating and ablation deep inside the body. An HIFU transducer is capable of converging ultrasonic pressure waves to a focal point on the scale of approximately 1 mm$^3$ inside living tissues without physical penetration (1). Sufficiently high energy of the incident ultrasound beam is able to produce clinically significant heating at the ultrasonic focus to induce subsequent local tissue necrosis. Heating along the ultrasonic beam path is usually negligible, but depends on tissues in the beam path and behind the focal point.
MRI is a widely used tool to guide and monitor FUS therapy and improves safety, focal precision and energy deposition efficiency (2). MRI offers a high soft tissue contrast, which allows precise targeting and non-invasive temperature monitoring based on temperature-sensitive MR parameters such as the proton resonance frequency (3). Various clinical studies have been investigated for MRgFUS, e.g. breast tumours, bone metastases, uterine fibroids (4–6), and brain application (7–9), and most have received the CE mark and FDA approval.

To design an FUS therapy unit, patient access and MRI imaging compatibility have to be considered. Most of the MRgFUS systems are typically mounted onto or integrated into the patient table of the MR scanner to avoid interaction with the MRI bore (10), e.g. the Exablate 2000 Body System (InSightec, Ltd, Tirat Carmel, Israel) or Sonalleve (Philips, Vantaa, Finland).

During a typical FUS treatment process, multiple small foci of single ultrasonic exposures are combined to form a larger ablation zone until the entire target volume is covered. A complete FUS intervention requires a series of sonications and focus repositioning. For any clinical FUS applications, precise repositioning of the ultrasound focus is to be emphasised. Precise repositioning of the ultrasound focus guarantees complete tumour ablation and avoids damage to healthy tissue such as glands, nerves and blood vessels. Such a focal spot scanning technique can be realised mechanically via repositioning of transducers by robotic actuators or via electronic steering of the focal spot with phased-array transducers. Robotic positioning allows a wider spatial range and more flexible treatment access than electronic steering of phased-array transducers.

The proposed work focuses mainly on using an MR compatible robotic arm (11) to guide a custom-made fixed focused transducer for FUS treatment. With this setup, we aim to provide wider treatment access for mechanically assisted MR guided FUS treatment. With this robotic arm setup, the treatment could be conducted from above the patient. This will be a supplement to a traditional treatment method (Exablate 2000 body system), which could apply the sonication only from underneath the patient.

Furthermore, to maximise the benefits of the robotic arm system, we introduced the active tracking method to register the robotic arm into the MR space for a more automated guidance system. Registration methods for medical devices within the MR scanner coordinate system can be divided into two main categories – passive and active methods. The passive tracking of a medical device is based on passive contrast (12) markers. The original registration method of the INNOMOTION robotic arm uses passive contrast agent filled markers. These passive markers are used flexibly and especially safe for localisation of endorectal prostate biopsy (13) or other catheter interventions; this is because they do not involve any connecting wires or related tissue heating risks (14) during MRI. However, the localisation usually employs a more complex analysis of the image data (15), which makes this passive tracking approach relatively time consuming and susceptible to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of MR scans. Active tracking is based on resonance radiofrequency (RF) coils (16,17) with wireless inductive coupling with an MR imaging system (18). The position of the resonance coils can be measured by a dedicated MR pulse sequence that uses one-dimensional projections (19). Active tracking coils benefit medical devices because of their high accuracy and fast position updates, although their applications are restricted by the number of MR receiver channels and potential safety hazards due to the long conducting wires that connect the coil and the receiver of the MRI scanner. Considering that the goal of the present work was to optimise the combination of MR robotics and an MRgFUS system, active tracking by RF coils was chosen as the method for guiding the robotic arm.

The purpose of this study was to construct active tracking to allow a wide spatial range of repositioning the FUS transducer that is fast and accurate. The original registration method for the robotic arm is described and compared with the new method. The basic rationale of active tracking as well as the novel integration of active tracking and the calibration method for the robotic system are presented. We used low flip angle radiofrequency excitation pulses and projection readouts to localize the micro-resonance coil during MRI (20). This concept has been integrated into a dedicated non-imaging MR pulse sequence. Our tracking sequence employed weakly spatially-selective radiofrequency excitation pulses. And we used spoiling gradients at the end of each repetition to dephase the magnetisation and thus reduce phase coherences. This work serves as a preclinical feasibility study of MR guided FUS application on phantoms with robotic assistance in a clinical 1.5 T MRI scanner.

Material and methods

Robotic arm with passive tracking

The robotic arm INNOMTION (IBSmm, Brno Czech Republic) that was used for this study is a pneumatically driven system with five degrees of freedom (DOF), which can be controlled to move over a translational range of ±50 cm, while at a rotation of ±40° in transverse and −23°/+70° in the sagittal direction (Figure 1). The accessible space range could cover the whole field of view.
(FOV) of the clinical 1.5 T MRI scanner (Signa HDxt, GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA). A previous study demonstrated that the robotic system can achieve an overall positioning accuracy of \( \pm 1 \) mm in translational direction and \( \pm 1^\circ \) in angular direction respectively, which correlates with the specifications of the manufacturer (11,21).

The robotic arm is referenced with the coordinate system of the MR scanner using four spherical passive markers at the end-effector. A specific MR sequence, three-dimensional gradient echo (time of repetition: 150, time of echo: 30, flip angle 60), is applied on the markers, and the position of the markers in the image space is computed via extracting their centres by means of image processing algorithms (11). In addition to the long time, this approach requires a prior knowledge of rough position information of the markers in order to select the appropriate scan planes and to detect the markers.

**Active tracking of the robotic system**

To speed up the registration of the robotic arm in the MR frame reference, micro-resonance coils (mRC) (19) are used to replace the passive markers on the application module.

The mRC was designed as a spiral coil 2 mm in diameter and 5 mm in length (Figure 2). The solenoid coil with seven to eight winding loops includes a small volume of 100:1 aqueous gadolinium contrast agent solution with a size of approximately 2 mm in diameter and 10 mm in length. The mRC was tuned in air to \( f_0 = 63.8 \) MHz, the proton Larmor frequency at 1.5 T, using an RF impedance analyzer (Agilent4191A, Agilent, Santa Clara, United States).

Since the mRCs are tuned to resonate at the proton Larmor frequency of the MRI system (22), according to the principle of electromagnetic induction, radiofrequency (RF) pulses with low Flip Angle (FA) lead to substantial rotation of magnetization within the central flux of the coil (22). And the solution of gadolinium contrast agent with short T1 within the mRC will enhance this effect.

We used low FA RF excitation pulses and projection readouts to localize the mRC during MRI (20). This concept has been integrated into a dedicated non-imaging MR pulse sequence proposed by Dumoulin (23). The difference is that our tracking sequence employed weakly-spatially-selective RF excitation pulses, rather than active tracking pulse sequences, with low FA. And we used spoiling gradients at the end of each repetition to dephase the magnetization and thus reduce phase coherences.

The pulse sequence diagram is shown in Figure 3. The readout scheme could provide 3D positional information within four excitations. Thus, the implementation required four times the number of different dephasing gradient directions \( (N \times 4 \times TR) \) to compute the position of the mRC. To improve the SNR, we used six phase-field dithering directions for every repetition (23), which resulted in a tracking duration of \( 6 \times 4 \times TR \) (120 ms, \( N = 6, TR = 5 \) ms). Thus, the tracking rate can be as high as 8.3 frames per second.

The coil of the mRC has all dimensions matching the readout resolution. This resulted in sharp peaks (Figure 3(b)) in the power spectrum whose frequency is indicative of the location of the mRC along respective dimensions. The tracking sequence was implemented with standard multiple receiver imaging coils and no limitation of receiver channels. The tracking pulse sequence parameters were used as follows: \( TE = 1.52 \) ms, \( TR = 2.18 \) ms, \( FA = 0.3^\circ \), FOV = 48 cm along the readout.
Four mRCs are fixed on a round PVC board with a diameter of 200 mm (Figure 2). A coaxial cable connects the four mRCs, each to an MRI receiver channel for the scanner to acquire MR data, respectively. The PVC board is fabricated as a connector to the robot, and the total weight of the board is about 330 g. The four mRCs are evenly distributed on the edge of the plate and are centrosymmetric to the hole in the centre of the PVC board, which fixes medical devices, e.g. biopsy needle or focused ultrasound transducer.

The minimum number of mRCs to define the position of the robotic arm is three. In this setup we used four; they are axisymmetric to two main motion axes of the robotic arm, which are parallel to the axial axis and sagittal axis of the MR scanner, respectively. The geometrical centre of them is used as the position of the application part of direction, isotropic tracking resolution = 1.8 mm, slice thickness = 300 mm.

Four mRCs are fixed on a round PVC board with a diameter of 200 mm (Figure 2). A coaxial cable connects the four mRCs, each to an MRI receiver channel for the scanner to acquire MR data, respectively. The PVC board is fabricated as a connector to the robot, and the total weight of the board is about 330 g. The four mRCs are evenly distributed on the edge of the plate and are centrosymmetric to the hole in the centre of the PVC board, which fixes medical devices, e.g. biopsy needle or focused ultrasound transducer.

The minimum number of mRCs to define the position of the robotic arm is three. In this setup we used four; they are axisymmetric to two main motion axes of the robotic arm, which are parallel to the axial axis and sagittal axis of the MR scanner, respectively. The geometrical centre of them is used as the position of the application part of the robotic arm.
the robotic arm, and the normal vector of the plane is then constructed from the four mRCs and represents the orientation of the application module of the robot (Figure 4), which coincides with the axis of medical devices, e.g. tip of biopsy needle or focus of ultrasound transducer. The position of the robotic arm is marked in a reconstructed 3D MR space, from which the relative relationship between the robotic arm and the target phantom or tissue can be obtained.

The reason we use 4 mRCs is explained by the simulation in Appendix I. We proved that this redundant design using four mRCs is able to compensate the errors more easily than using three if the robotic arm deviates from its expected gesture with respect to the coronal direction. Increasing the number of mRCs to more than four will not distinctly decrease the treatment tool tip distance deviation any further.

Data were communicated between the MRI scanner and an external high performance workstation (Ubuntu 12.04 64bit, 16-CPU, 32 GB memory, Palo Alto, USA) via Ethernet. The pulse sequences were designed in a SpinBench and implemented in RTHawk (24) (HeartVista, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). We used a real-time visualization application Vurtigo (25) (Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, Toronto, Canada) to render the mRC position.

**Calibration**

Before applying the active tracking technique to a FUS treatment guided with the robotic arm, a calibration experiment was required to evaluate the tracking accuracy in a specific range (Figure 5, not in scale). Area

---

**Figure 4.** (a) Exemplarily tracking plot for one mRC (No. 1). The four peaks represent the result of the Fourier transform of the MR data. Note that the four colours and peaks represent data that are acquired with the four Hadamard encoded readouts. (b) Structure of the four mRCs; the four coils are distributed evenly on the round plate; (c) reconstructed position of the application module of the robotic arm in a 3D MR space. Three orthogonal MR planes are rendered in 3D MR space, the position and orientation information is also demonstrated.

**Figure 5.** Diagram of MR scanner, robotic arm and its motion range (labeled 2), the tracking experiments were carried out in area 1.
2 is the maximum reachable range of the robotic arm. After a rough measurement, it was determined that the application module of the robot can move within a range $-170\text{mm} \text{ to } +170\text{mm}$ in the sagittal, $-80\text{mm} \text{ to } +100\text{mm}$ in the coronal and $-70\text{mm} \text{ to } +70\text{mm}$ in the axial direction at flexible gestures. Active tracking was tested in an area of $160 \times 160 \times 140\text{mm}$ (sagittal, coronal and axial directions, respectively. This is labeled 1 in Figure 5.

A 3D reference model (Figure 6) was designed to provide reference points for the test. Reference points were distributed on a phantom made of 5% proportion agar with the size $140 \times 140 \times 140\text{mm}$. The 35 reference holes are located uniformly on seven different layers, the height distance between two adjacent layers is 20 mm and the lateral distance between two adjacent holes is 30 mm. It was found that the 5% proportion agar was stiff enough so that the overall dimension change was negligible for the accuracy study.

To confirm the robotic arm reaching the reference points, a straight needle anchor (Figure 6(b)) was rigidly fixed at the centre of the tracking device. The end of the needle anchor was filled with gadolinium doped gelatine. The described active tracking implementation was used to monitor the robotic arm while guiding the needle anchor to reach all reference points of the phantom on a point by point basis. The tip of the needle anchor appeared brighter than the agar phantom. This enabled the user to confirm its position in MR images (Figure 6 (c), (d)) that were obtained with an interventional coil (DuoFlex, MR Instruments, Hopkins, MN, USA). The MR images (Gradient Echo, TR/TE = 100/30 ms, flip angle = 60°, bandwidth = 31.2 kHz, FOV = 15 × 15 cm, matrix = 512 × 512, slice thickness = 2 mm) served for confirmation of whether the needle anchor was at the correct location or not. In addition, a wireless surveillance web camera (M1011w, Axis, Lund, Sweden) (Figure 7) with 10× zoom lens was used to confirm the position of the robotic arm.

The tracking accuracy at each measured point was determined by comparing the measured positions $\mathbf{r}_m$ with the theoretical positions $\mathbf{r}_r$ provided by the reference

---

2. **Figure 6.** (a) diagram of how the needle anchor located at the reference points of the agar phantom; (b) needle anchor that fits into the reference holes of the phantom, the upper connector was fixed at the applicator module of the robotic arm; (c, d) MR scans to confirm the needle is at the correct position.

3. **Figure 7.** The web camera was used to monitor the needle anchor while it was positioned into the reference holes of the agar phantom as well.
phantom on a point-by-point basis as $\mathbf{e}_i = \mathbf{r}_n - \mathbf{r}_m$, (26). Note that all the errors are positive from the equation $|\mathbf{e}_i| = |\mathbf{r}_n - \mathbf{r}_m|$. Besides the tracking position errors, the orientation errors could be computed by comparing the norm of the plane formed by every group of four active trackers with the coronal direction in the MR bore.

**Phantom sonication**

A phantom sonication experiment was designed to apply the tracking technique for the robotic arm guided FUS, based on the previous calibration. All the sonications were conducted in a 1.5 T whole body MR scanner (Signa HDxT, GE Healthcare, United States) with a breast Coil (InSightec, Ltd, Tirat Carmel, Israel).

The tracking plate is an exchangeable device, which has a clip for fastening the US transducer (Figure 8). The single element US transducer was fabricated according to MRI compatible requirement (working frequency: 1.09 MHz, focal length: 70 mm, aperture: 60 mm; elliptical –3 dB focus size: $\phi = 1.8$ mm; length = 10 mm, weight: 180 g).

A target egg-white gel phantom (27) with a size of $100 \times 50 \times 50$ mm was used for a specific pattern sonication. The egg-white percentage was 25% in order to make it more transparent for lesions visibility. The US transducer replaced the needle anchor, so geometrically, the registration of the transducer in the MR reference frame could be done similarly. A breast coil with radius 100 mm was set up as metacoil and used for simultaneous tracking and MRI based thermometry (3). Three phased MR images for thermometry are located near the focus according to the relative distance from the FUS transducer to the centre of the four mRCs. Considering the restriction of the whole setup, the US transducer allows a maximum sonication volume of $5 \times 5 \times 4$ cm$^3$ to ablate.

A series of sonications was performed with this setup. The targets were distributed with three layers, and the distance between two layers was 10 mm. In the series, two targets were sonicated at the first layer, four targets at the second and sixteen at the third. For each layer, the lesions were parallel to the axial and sagittal direction, and the layered direction was the coronal axis of MRI bore. The robotic arm guides the US transducer to expected position to apply the sonications.

The post-FUS lesions were visually observed and validated by T2-weighted MR scans (FRFSE; TR/TE = 3000/79 ms; FOV = 10 × 10 cm; matrix: 256 × 256; slice thickness = 5 mm; bandwidth = 31.2 kHz). The ablations area was scanned vertically and parallel to the axis of US beam. Then the centroid positions and the sizes of the lesions were calculated using a centre-of-mass algorithm based on the MR images at a sub-pixel level to evaluate the positioning performance of the active tracking assisted FUS system.

**Results**

**Calibration results**

The distance error distribution for the centre of four mRCs is plotted as a frequency histogram (Figure 9).

In the measurement range $160 \times 160 \times 140$ mm (Figure 5), the overall RMS distance error is 0.43 mm (labeled B in Figure 9). Most of the errors lie within twice the actual RMS, with maximum error of 2.74 mm (labeled D in Figure 9) being an order of magnitude greater than the RMS. Errors larger than 1.50 mm occurred at the boundary of the measurement range, and were spotted only six times out of a total measuring number of 149.

![Figure 8](image-url)
When the measurement range was reduced to 150 × 150 × 140 mm, the maximum error was smaller than 1.5 mm. To avoid damaging healthy tissues, these positions were not considered when the robotic arm was to be used to guide a FUS transducer to sonicate a target. The mean error and standard deviation are 0.43 mm and 0.47 mm, respectively (labeled A in Figure 9).

The Maxwell distribution curve fits similarly but not completely to the data (26). Figure 9 shows that the errors in the coronal direction play a more important role than the other directions for the distance errors. In the coronal direction, the RMS is 0.57 mm, and in the axial and coronal, the RMS is 0.14 mm and 0.23 mm, respectively. This implies that the distance errors have dependence on coronal direction, which is not completely in conformity with the Maxwell probability distribution. The gross systematic errors in the coronal direction are due to the weight of the tracking plate, which is much heavier than a biopsy needle. An estimation can be made that the error in the coronal direction was two times larger than in the other two directions (Figure 10).

However, the Maxwell fit could give us a brief idea of the errors distribution, as the confidence interval indicates that 95% errors are restricted, which is smaller than 0.93 mm (labeled C in Figure 9).

The results of the distance errors for each mRC, as well as the average results are shown in Table 1. Compared with Figure 9, the distance errors for the application module of the robotic arm are slightly, yet significantly, better than the single mRC results, which is a consequence of the inherent averaging of the mRC errors during the calculation of the centres from the underlying mRC positions.

Since the four markers theoretically constructed a rigid body, the orientation errors are calculated by comparing the norm of the tracking plate, which fitted from the coordinates of four mRCs with the coronal direction vector of the MRI bore. The bias of orientation errors is 0.31° (mean) or 0.36° (median) with a standard deviation of ± 0.15°. 95% of orientation errors are smaller than 0.50°.

To summarise, the active tracking was calibrated over the whole measurement area (140 × 160 × 180 cubic mm,

![Distance Errors Represented as a Frequency Histogram](image1)

**Figure 9.** Frequency histogram of the distance errors for the centre of four mRCs. The distribution is roughly estimated to a Maxwell probability distribution. A distance error statistical summary is listed including the root-mean-square (RMS), the bias (mean error), its spread (standard deviation), maximum error and 95% confidence interval (CI), which are labelled in the histogram.

![Distance Error Bars in Three Orthogonal Directions](image2)

**Figure 10.** Distance error bars in three orthogonal directions for the centre of four mRCs. The distance errors are positive. The statistical summary contains the bias and standard deviation, maximum error and 95% confidence interval.
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Table 1 Single marker accuracies for the individual mRC, as well as their averaged results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>RMS (mm)</th>
<th>Mean (mm)</th>
<th>Std. Dev. (mm)</th>
<th>Max (mm)</th>
<th>95% CI (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mRC #1</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRC #2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRC #3</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRC #4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5). The distance errors for the centres of four mRCs are presented with RMS = 0.63 mm as well as the 95% confidence interval with 0.93 mm. The distance errors are greater in the coronal direction than in the other directions. To some extent, the orientation errors of the setup show a bias, and its spread, as 0.31 ± 0.15°.

What is more, the tracking was repeated over 20 times at each reference position, and the deviation was around 0.07 mm over the whole calibration area, which indicated a high robustness of this method.

Ablation results

During all ablations, the temperature at the foci was monitored by MR thermometry in real time. With the same ultrasound protocol (sonication duration: 25 s; acoustic intensity: 800 W cm⁻²; power efficiency was measured by force balance, area of focus was scanned by needle hydrophone), an average temperature of 55 °C was reached at the ultrasound foci, which was sufficient to cause protein denaturation in the egg-white gel phantom.

Photographs of the egg-white phantom corresponding to the MR images were taken after the ablation (Figure 11). Since the sonication pattern was with a 3-layer structure, some of the photographs were taken after the phantom had been sliced in order to observe the inner layout of the lesions. The lesions in the phantom were scanned in two directions – one perpendicular to the axis of the US beam and the other parallel to it.

The results of the phantom ablation experiments are summarised (Table 2) to evaluate the applicability of the active tracking assisted robotic arm setup, in which the accuracy of the lesion positions as well as the lesion dimensions are demonstrated. The distance errors between the calculated centre of the lesion and the theoretical position recorded from the mRCs were \( \Delta x = 0.4 \pm 0.37 \text{ mm, } \Delta y = 0.4 \pm 0.28 \text{ mm and } \Delta z = 0.7 \pm 0.66 \text{ mm, respectively, in the coordinate system of the application module on the robot, where the } x, y \text{ directions were vertical to the axis of the US beam; } z \text{ direction was along the US beam. The } z \text{ direction was along the layered direction parallel to the coronal direction of the MRI bore. We found that the distance errors of the lesions in the } z \text{ direction were greater than in the other two directions, which might be because that the length of the lesions varied more when the MR scan plane was mal-positioned from the axis of the lesions.}

The error for the active tracking was not considered because the readout from the mRCs was taken as the theoretical positions of the robotic arm. The deviation of active tracking was 0.01 mm, which means there was a small fluctuation during the monitoring process of the robotic arm. The deviation value was calculated by repeating 20 measurements for every ablation position. It was assumed to increase if the focal scanning volume became large.

Discussion

In this work, a combination of a commercial available robotic arm, a bowel-shaped fixed single focus FUS transducer and a customised active tracking device was proposed for MRgFUS therapy. The active tracking implementation was calibrated and a series of phantom ablation experiments was conducted, from which the localisation accuracy and applicability for MRgFUS of this combined setup were assessed.

An application based on RTHawk communicated with the GE MR scanner in real time and the coordinates of the robotic arm were monitored and recorded. Furthermore, the position and gesture of the robotic arm were reconstructed in a virtual 3D space where the phantom/tissue position was also included. With in-house developed software, the active tracking obtained the device position within 120 milliseconds. By employing a three phased dithering direction rather than six, the tracking time decreased to 60 milliseconds, which satisfies tracking applications in a smaller volume.

As mentioned above in the calibration experiment, the tracking distance errors in the coronal direction were generally greater than the errors in the other two directions (Figure 10). In the coronal direction, the RMS is 0.57 mm, and in the axial and coronal, the RMS is 0.14 mm and 0.23 mm, respectively. Because the robotic arm was designed to guide needle biopsy, the weight of the tracking plate is around 333 g, which is much heavier than a biopsy needle. The heavier plate might cause bending in the robotic arm when the robotic arm moves, which brings the systematic error. Also, according to the calculation in Appendix I, the design that the four mRCs are in the same plane makes the tracking more vulnerable in coronal direction than in the other directions since the
norm of the plane is parallel to the coronal axis. However, the strength of this design is that the tracking plate allows adequate space to fix medical devices, e.g., biopsy needles or FUS transducers. And the axes of the medical devices coincide with the axis of the tracking plate, which makes the medical treatment plan easy to implement. If higher and uniform tracking accuracy is needed, the suggestion would be to change the distribution of the mRCs from four corners of a plane to four endpoints of a tetrahedron or other isotropic shapes.

Besides the orientation dependence, the distance errors were found to increase when the mRCs were far from the iso-centre because of magnetic gradient inhomogeneities (28). Thus, the design using multiple coils to construct a rigid body is preferable to using a single marker since the distance errors were eliminated to a certain extent by averaging the tracking results from the groups of markers.

The application module of the robotic arm could reach an FOV of about 50 cm × 50 cm, yet the active tracking was not calibrated over the whole spatial range. Because the receiving coil has a size of 10 cm × 10 cm, the calibration experiment had only evaluated the active tracking techniques over an acceptable spatial range of 160 mm × 160 mm × 140 mm (sagittal, axial and coronal directions, respectively). In this range, the robotic arm has to reach some limited positions of the FOV in an extremely oblique gesture. This made it difficult to insert the needle anchor into the reference holes of the gel phantom because the trajectory of the insertion operation is unpredictable at these limited positions. If these limit positions are neglected, the guiding precision of the robotic arm was better than 1.5 mm. By employing a larger receiving coil, a larger range could be calibrated similarly.

A passive marker is characterised by various imaging or post-processing methods (16). Our presented active tracking is competitive with a passive marker. Most of the errors are distributed smaller than 1 mm for both methods. It is difficult to compare them directly since their results were mostly described using mean and deviation. But for the positive distance errors, which in theory are not a normal distribution, we prefer to use RMS and confidence intervals such as 90% or 95% to describe the result. RMS error has the advantage of incorporating both the trueness and precision in a single value as \( \sqrt{\mu^2 + \sigma^2} \). Confidence intervals indicate the results better when there are larger errors in the distribution tails, which could be easily omitted if using deviation for describing them.

Based on the active tracking guidance, the robotic arm moved an MR-compatible single element HIFU transducer to finish an ablation pattern in egg-white gel phantom. Compared with the errors using passive tracking for the same robotic arm to guide sonication in a phantom (29), which is 0.5 ± 0.4 mm and 0.9 ± 0.6 mm vertical and horizontal directions, the active tracking improved the guiding precision to be better than 1.5 mm.
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parallel to the coronal direction in the MRI bore, the final lesion location distance errors using active tracking had similar performance.

The lesion location distance errors \((\Delta x = 0.4 \pm 0.37 \text{ mm}, \Delta y = 0.4 \pm 0.28 \text{ mm} \text{ and } \Delta z = 0.7 \pm 0.66 \text{ mm}, \text{ Table 2})\) are slightly larger than the tracking distance errors \((\Delta x = 0.09 \pm 0.11 \text{ mm}, \Delta y = 0.7 \pm 0.09 \text{ mm} \text{ and } \Delta z = 0.3 \pm 0.49 \text{ mm}, \text{ Figure 10})\) in the relative direction.

The larger distance errors along the \(z\) (coronal) dimension come from tracking errors. The four mRCs were designed to be distributed at a same plane. This design made the tracking accuracy more vulnerable to errors in the \(z\) dimension (perpendicular to the plane) than the other two dimensions (axial and sagittal). More mRCS or a stereoscopic distribution design might help to decrease the errors. However, the experiment result is comparable with Dorian et al. who achieved an accuracy of \(\Delta x = 0.4 \pm 1.0 \text{ mm}, \Delta y = 0.5 \pm 2.4 \text{ mm} \text{ and } \Delta z = 0.7 \pm 1.2 \text{ mm} \text{ in the heads of fresh cadavers using an MR guided phased-array FUS transducer}\ (30).\)

Considering the voxel size of the MRI sequence \(0.4 \times 0.4 \times 5 \text{ mm}(3)\), we could conclude that the location of these lesions was precisely reached via this mechanical guidance method.

By investigating the MR scans and photographs of the post-FUS phantoms, the sizes of the lesions varied a little, which demonstrates the influence of the different US absorptions in different areas of the phantom. The shapes of the lesions were also different from the theoretic shape of the acoustic focus of the characterised US transducer. When applying the method in vivo, a lower power of focused ultrasound should be considered for safety reasons. Considering that the lesions were with diameters of around 3 mm and lengths of about 6 mm (Table 2), the precision of focal relocation was sufficient for focal scanning large tumours.

For MRgFUS, it is difficult to conduct manual relocation of the FUS transducer because of the space limitation of the MR bore. Manual repositioning of the FUS transducer is generally used in ultrasound guided focused ultrasound surgery (USgFUS). Researchers (31) achieved a distance of \(1.3 \pm 2.0 \text{ mm} \text{ from the expected position of lesions via manual fixation of the FUS transducer in their in vivo USgFUS treatments. The FUS zones had an average diameter of } 15.3 \pm 2.3 \text{ mm} \text{ and an average depth of } 15.5 \pm 3.1 \text{ mm.} \) By contrast, MRgFUS using mechanical relocation of the transducer has smaller errors than USgFUS by manual relocation.

If the setup needs to be tested on human or animal tissues, a new treatment unit should be developed to allow the transducer to cling on the skin surface. The US transducer should be embedded in a water-filled bellows, which could be fixed onto the skin via stretchable straps (29). To our knowledge, the ExAblate 2100 system (InSightec, Ltd, Tirat Carmel, Israel) uses a strong membrane that restricts degassed water within the treatment range to fit onto skin surface. This FUS setup might introduce a systematic localisation error since the water-bellows on the skin surface will make the tissues deform in the direction of pressure. Since our ablation experiments mainly focused on evaluating the active tracking techniques for a robotic arm assisted MRgFUS, only degassed water was used for coupling the US transducer to the phantom to avoid non-necessary deformations. However, by designing a new treatment unit with a water-bellow, the setup could be applied for animal or human tissue ablations.

The active tracking sequence and thermometry sequence could alternate between each other to enable real-time localisation of the device and treatment monitoring (32). This implementation allows the combined robotic system to quickly adjust the US focus even during sonication because both the active tracking and MR thermometry scans are not very time consuming.

The combination of this active tracking assisted robotic system and the ExAblate 2100 system is fascinating. This might make the most of the large operational range of the robotic arm with active tracking and flexible treatment access of the portable US transducer. Furthermore, after combining the relatively slow focal scanning of the robotic arm and the fast beam-steering of the phased-array US transducer, the problems caused by a patient’s involuntary motion can be resolved. The robotic arm will relocate the US transducer if the patient motion exceeds a certain range, and the phased-array US transducer will steer the focus electronically if the movements are too fast for mechanical relocation.

To conclude, active tracking was developed to monitor the position of a robotic arm with an acceptable accuracy at sub-second update rates. The integration of the active tracking technique and robotics has the potential to guide a FUS transducer to deliver ablations. With the in-house developed software, US focus repositioning can be controlled with an accuracy of better than 1.5 mm. The calibration of active tracking and phantom ablation experiments assessed the feasibility of this combined system for MRgFUS, which made this setup competitive with the beam-steering technique of phased array FUS.
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Appendix I

Assume the 4 micro resonance coils (mRCs) are in a theoretically plane, ideally their coordinates are $A_1(0, 0, 0)$, $A_2(0, 160, 0)$, $A_3(160, 0, 0)$, $A_4(160, 160, 0)$. Then the plane is $z = 0$. And the normal vector of the plane is $\hat{n} = (0, 0, 1)$.

If in the tracking, $A_1$ is measured with an error of 1.0 mm in z direction, which leads to the new coordinates $A_{1e}(0, 0, 1)$. Let us ignore $A_4$, the points $A_{1e}$, $A_2$, $A_3$ can determine the calculated plane which is with a normal vector of $\hat{n}_1 = (0.0062, 0.0062, 1.0000)$. So the angle between the calculated plane and the theoretical plane is $\alpha(\hat{n}, \hat{n}_1) = \cos^{-1}(\hat{n} \cdot \hat{n}_1) = 0.0088$.

Considering the treatment tool tip (the focus of the intensity ultrasound transducer) is 80 mm far from the plane, this measurement error of mRC will eventually result in a treatment tool tip distance deviation

$$d_1 = 80 \times \alpha(\hat{n}, \hat{n}_1) = 0.7071 \text{ mm.}$$

However, if we take account of four points. The points $A_{1e}$, $A_2$, $A_3$, $A_4$ could fit (1) to a plane with a normal vector of $\hat{n}_2 = (0.0031, 0.0031, 1.0000)$. So the angle between the calculated plane and the theoretical plane is

$$\alpha(\hat{n}, \hat{n}_2) = \cos^{-1}(\hat{n} \cdot \hat{n}_2) = 0.0044$$

Thus the treatment tool tip distance deviation will be $d_2 = 80 \times \alpha(\hat{n}, \hat{n}_2) = 0.3536 \text{ mm}$, which is a half of the error when we use 3 mRCs. Thus, if we fix a FUS transducer to the tracking plate, it is better to use 4 mRCs than to use only 3 mRCs to reduce the deviation of the focus of the ultrasound.
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